
>IDENTIFY AND USE
LANGUAGE RELATED TO
RECIPES IN THE TARGET

LANGUAGE, AND DEVELOP
YOUR LISTENING,

READING, WRITING AND
SPEAKING SKILLS

TODAY 
YOU 

WILL...

TURN OVER 
TO CONTINUE >>
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STARTER ACTIVITY

Begin with this question to introduce

the topic of food: “If you were a fruit,

what fruit would you be?” Si tu étais un
fruit quel fruit serais-tu? Leave the

students plenty of time to think about it

(whilst you do the register, perhaps).

The only phrase you need teach the

pupils is “I would be a……because it’s…..,

too.” Je serais un(e)……parce que 
c’est …… aussi. 
This is a great way of recycling

language using a new and engaging

phrase. There is no right or wrong

answer and everyone’s opinion is valid.

The most able can add extra details

with connectives (however, but) and

negatives (I would not be a…) Ask

students to share their answers and go

fruit shopping in the class by collecting

each other’s responses. How many can

they remember? (“I would be a starfruit
because I am exotic” is my favourite

answer so far.)

LESSON
PLAN
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PARLEZ-VOUS
MASTERCHEF?

Food is a language we all have in common – which is why
Will Harvey suggests using it as a topic to help students

develop a multitude of MFL skills…

Team work; practising

listening, reading, writing

and speaking; peer

assessment,  one to-one

support; differentiation;

pupil autonomy; evidence

of progress; oh and a

recipe for crêpes … all in

one lesson? Using your

language lab (or a variety

of multimedia resources)

can create an engaging

and collaborative learning

session for students,

especially when you

construct it around a

subject that’s bound to

appeal to appeal to

everyone’s tastes. I’ve

taken French as the

example target language

here, but it’s easy to find

appropriate recipe

websites related to other

countries. Bon appetit…
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To test pupils’ knowledge, I like using the collaborative nature of

primarypad.com, a web-based word processor designed for schools

that allows pupils and teachers to work together in real-time. Pupils

can pose each other questions such as ‘name three things you have

learned today’ and answer them in a real-time chat room type

setting. As a teacher, you can prepare questions in advance. The

pupils’ responses will let you and them know how much they have

learnt in the lesson.

SUMMARY

INFO BAR

Will Harvey is languages

and enterprise specialism

coordinator at Didcot 

Girls’ School. He is

passionate about the use 

of ICT in the teaching and

learning of languages and

uses the latest software 

and technology to create

simple and motivating

language learning 

exercises, which give

students immediate

feedback on their progress.

You can follow him on

Twitter @willjharvey.

Will uses a Sony Virtuoso

language lab from

ConnectED

(connectededucation.com),

who also supply the first

cloud-based language 

lab, SANSSpace.

+ ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
> HAVE A SHARED PREZI PRESENTATION TO
WHICH ALL PUPILS CONTRIBUTE IN THE
LANGUAGE LAB OR AT HOME. FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT PREZI AT PREZI.COM. 
> ENCOURAGE THE USE OF
WORDREFERENCE.COM LANGUAGE
DICTIONARIES IN THE LAB, BUT MONITOR
HOW IT IS USED. THIS SITE ALSO HAS AUDIO
VERSIONS OF FOREIGN WORDS.

SAY WHAT 
YOU SEE
Open the crepes-recette.com

website for all students, and ask

them to discuss in pairs what they

see on the homepage (step-by-step

instructions for making a crêpe). A

language lab with a ‘random pair

function’ enables the process to be

repeated several times with ease,

thus giving learners a chance to

explore different vocabulary and

sentence constructions.

.

MAIN ACTIVITIES

1

HOME LEARNING
The students can make crêpes

at home and document the

stages with photographs or

videos. These can then be

turned into slide shows using

software such as PowerPoint or

Prezi, and films using Movie

Maker. Both slide shows and

films can include text and audio

to practise writing and

speaking skills. These

presentations can then be

shared via the language lab in

future lessons where pupils’

peers assess each other’s work. 

+
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SKILL SETS
Students can now move on to a

skills-based activity inspired by

the crêpe recipe. Pupils can

record themselves reading the

recipe or respond to questions

set by the teacher regarding how

they cook a crêpe. The teacher

TASK FORCE
Divide the class into four groups.

Give each team a specific task,

such as ‘identify the ingredients

used’, ‘note all timings’, ‘identify

equipment needed’ and ‘identify

unknown or unusual words’. It is

always worth giving members of

groups specific roles, such as

leader, timekeeper, quality

assurance officer and

spokesperson. The teams can

swap tasks if you have time or

they can feedback straight away

about what they have found. If

your system allows, you can send

a pupil’s screen to all the other

learners’ monitors so that their

work can be seen by all, thereby

improving the collaboration aspect

of the task.

can send learners further

reading or listening resources

to extend the task. With the

right language lab, you can

monitor all the work that the

pupils complete in the lesson;

seeing if they are on task or are

struggling with a particular

area. Why not set up a web

quest? This is ideal for

stretching the more able as

you can use authentic target

language websites where the

students are seeking particular

information. Ask them to find

out the current price of the

ingredients they’ll need for the

crêpe recipe, for example. To

encourage the use of

numeracy skills, you could
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+ ABOUT 
THE EXPERT

even get students to compare

these with prices in the UK

using the current exchange rate.

Q&As
Use the quiz function of your lab

to send out an assessment type

activity based on the crêpe

recipe. You could, for example,

ask the students to identify the

quantities of the ingredients, or

pose more open questions

about their opinions of the

recipe. To keep it interesting,

the quiz can include audio and

video files, text and pictures.

This allows you to assess all

four skills: listening, speaking,

reading and writing. 
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+ KEY RESOURCE
NEED HELP TEACHING TRICKY GRAMMAR POINTS? OFTEN THE KEY TO REMEMBERING VOCABULARY,
VERBS AND GRAMMAR IS PRACTICE AND EXPOSURE TO THE LANGUAGE.
CLASSROOM POSTERS MAKE COLOURFUL DISPLAYS BUT THEY ARE ALSO
IMPORTANT LEARNING TOOLS. SEEING THEM ON THE WALLS EVERY DAY,
STUDENTS SOAK UP THE INFORMATION WITHOUT REALISING IT – EVEN THE
DAYDREAMERS ARE LEARNING! WHEN IT COMES TO EXAMS, STUDENTS CAN
OFTEN VISUALISE THE POSTER TO HELP COME UP WITH THE CORRECT ANSWER.
FOR INFORMATIVE FRENCH AND SPANISH POSTER SETS SHOWING VERBS,
TENSES AND EXPRESSIONS SUITABLE FOR KS3+ GO TO SUPERSTICKERS.COM OR
CALL 0800 318192 TO REQUEST THE NEW 2013 CATALOGUE.


